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COVER STORY
SUCCESS Provides Avenues for Improved
Quality Life through Adult Literacy and
Numeracy Skills (ALNS) Component

Launch of ALNS component on International Literacy Day, Karachi

A study by UNESCO shows that
globally, 773 million youth and
adults are deprived of living a
quality life because of illiteracy.
The data reﬂects that two-thirds
of these 773 million people are
women. Under the Sustainable
Development Goal 4 (SDG 4)

literacy is an indispensable
human right. Like other
countries, Pakistan has also
committed to SDG 4 and as
such the Constitution of
Pakistan promises access to
quality education. However,
22.8 million school-going age

children between the ages of 5
– 16 years) are out of school in
Pakistan. This illiteracy is
primarily responsible for the
slow development of rural
communities of Pakistan.

SUCCESS Launches Adult Literacy and Numeracy Skills (ALNS)
Component as Pivotal Force for Improved Life
In the eight (08) Programme
districts of SUCCESS in Sindh,
two (02) million adults (77% of
total adults) never attended
school. The proportion of
illiterate adults is higher among
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female members (90%) and
poor households (87%). Among
school age children (5-6 years
old), 66% of the boys and 79%
of the girls were not in school.

Recognising this abysmal rate
of literacy in Sindh, SUCCESS
has launched the Adult Literacy
and Numeracy Skills (ALNS)
Component. The overarching
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objective of the ALNS is to help
female community leaders and
beneﬁciaries under the
Programme inﬂuence gender
roles positively, facilitate them
in mainstreaming their role for
social and economic
empowerment, and support
them in their employment
through self-initiatives. This
component will help
beneﬁciaries to manage the
day-to-day aﬀairs and records
of their Community Institutions,
and ﬁnancial transaction with
banks eﬀectively. It will also aid
them in pursuing other
activities under the Programme,
such as their income generating
enterprises, self-employment
initiative through vocational
skills training and accessing
micro loans and income
generating grants.
On the International Literacy
Day (8th September 2021), the
EU-funded SUCCESS
Programme in collaboration
with the Directorate of Literacy
& Non-Formal Education
(L&NFE) Government of Sindh
and Japan International
Cooperation Association (JICA)
launched Adult Literacy and
Numeracy Skills (ALNS)
component in Karachi. The
event was well attended by
stakeholders including the
Government of Sindh,
International donors,
implementing partner RSPs and
RSPN, NGOs working on
education front, Local Support
Organisation representatives
and non-formal schoolchildren
and teachers.

It was the formal launch for
opening and operationalisation
of 1440 Adult Literacy Centres
for 35,000 learners by RSPN
and its partner RSPs working in
Sindh. Moreover, the
Directorate of Literacy & NonFormal Education (L&NFE)
Government of Sindh
programme will open and
operationalise 3,000 NFE
centres in ﬁve districts of Sindh.

received equivalency
certiﬁcates.
Non-formal school teachers
and children performed a skit
highlighting the problems faced
by poor households in seeking
formal education and how nonformal schools by L&NFE are
educating the adults (over 16
years) who are not eligible to
get formal education.

TRDP Adult Literacy Launching

Minister of Sindh for Culture,
Tourism, and Antiquities and
Education at the event
highlighted the signiﬁcance of
literacy and meeting the SGDs
targets. He emphasised on
need for accelerating the
educational activities to achieve
maximum literacy rate. The
Director, Directorate L&NFE
mentioned enrolment of 695
women in 25 centres as of now.
The ratio of enrolment has
increased up to 60 women in a
month. Over 500 learners have
recently graduated from the
non-formal education and

On 9th September, Thardeep
Rural Development Programme
(TRDP) inaugurated the ﬁrst
Adult Literacy Centre in district
Jamshoro. Director L&NFE,
Government of Sindh,
Chairman National Commission
for Human Development
(NCHD), representatives from
Implementing Partners (IPs),
members of community
institutions participated in the
event and shared thoughts on
signiﬁcance and eﬀectiveness
of the adult literacy component
among the community.
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Key Learnings from ALNS under SUCCESS Programme
Ÿ

Poverty reduction is essential for shifting the focus from survival to quality of life through
education.

Ÿ

It is imperative to further sensitise and mobilise public to opt for adult literacy component
(through non-formal education). Enrolling women in non-formal literacy programme would
serve as beacon light for the community at large through chain eﬀect.

Ÿ

Inclusion of the marginalised and destitute population (regardless of age) in education will
improve their socio-economic life patterns.

Ÿ

Basic literacy skills are vital to women leaders to manage the day-to-day aﬀairs of their
community institutions and ﬁnancial transactions with banks eﬀectively (under the SUCCESS
Programme).

HIGHLIGHTS
Balochistan Rural Development and Community
Empowerment (BRACE) Programme
In the ﬁfth year of the EUfunded BRACE Programme,
there is increased focus on
assessing the impact of the
project in the target districts of
Balochistan. As such, a third
party independent thematic
study was completed in the
quarter iterating the
importance and impact of

BRACE Programme's
interventions since the
inception of the project via a
third-party assessment for
impartial ﬁndings. These
interventions include
Community Investment Fund
(CIF), Income Generating Grants
(IGG), Technical and Vocational
Education and Training (TVET).

RSPN is also conducting a
longitudinal study on the
dynamics of poverty. The
second wave of this
Participatory Action Research
(PAR) has been completed by
Momentum Ventures. Key
ﬁndings for the study showcase
the following:

Poverty Push and Pull Factors
A major ﬁnding from wave II is
that there has been an 8%
decrease of people in poor
category that is households
with (0-23) poverty score,
consequently 8% increase in
the non-poor (0-24) band. The
research reports that human
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resource development, women
employment and small-scale
businesses are reportedly
major contributors in pulling
people out of poverty. On the
other hand, the negative impact
of COVID-19 on livelihoods has
been reported during wave II.

Health expenses, increased rate
of inﬂation, decrease in income,
and added loans are the factors
which have signiﬁcantly
contributed to pushing people
into poverty. These ﬁndings
reﬂect the impact of macro level
factors at the household level.
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Women Empowerment
Women empowerment
indicators under the study have
been divided into four
categories. 'Power from within';
this includes self-esteem, selfconﬁdence and personal
autonomy. The second category
is 'power to'; this includes access
to information, household
decision making, ﬁnancial

literacy and inﬂuence in
governing community
institutions (CI's). The third
indicator is 'power with' which
includes variables, e.g., social
capital, participation in CI's and
support from groups. In all
these three indicators, there
has been a positive change in
districts Khuzdar and Kech with

exception of Loralai. The fourth
indicator is 'power over' which
includes political participation
and inﬂuence in governing CI's;
there has been no change in
these indicators. The third-party
study reports men's increased
support of women rights and
change in attitude and beliefs
inside household.

Case study
Inclusion of Widows under the BRACE Programme in Balochistan
BRACE Programme follows an inclusive approach so that the deserving from all segments of the
community are supported to improve their condition.
Raheema, widowed for the last ﬁve years, lives with her only son. She is a member of the
Community Organisation Bitulfut from Village Bhit in Union Council Bhalonk of District Khuzdar.
As one of the poorest members of her community, she received three goats as an Income
Generating Grant in October 2019 with the help of Balochistan Rural Support Programme (BRSP).
She and her son worked hard to nourish their livestock and increase the number of goats from
three to eight. She then sold a two of the goats when she needed cash. She still maintains six of
them which she plans on increasing the goat herd size. Other than adding to her income, the
goats have also contributed to improved nutritious diet for the family.. Raheema happily
declared that those goats were tremendous asset for her and a source of support to her family's
livelihoods.

BRACE Programme team from RSPN visits Raheema in Khuzdar

Raheema's only son
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Programme for Improved Nutrition
in Sindh - ER3
PINS ER-3 Enters its No-Cost Extension Period
As PINS ER-3 entered its no-cost
extension period, the entire
PINS ER-3 team including
partner RSPs got together to
comprehensively plan for the
extension period. The three-day
workshop, held between 12-14
July, reﬂected on the
Programme teams' experiences
to determine improvements
that can be made. The
workshop identiﬁed barriers
and constraints faced in the

past years of the Programme,
prepared detailed
implementation and ﬁnancial
spending plans, and focused on
the signiﬁcant ﬁndings and
observations from the
Monitoring and Evaluation
team that need to be addressed
in the upcoming
implementation period.
The workshop hosted Mr
Kamran Naeem, WASH
Specialist at UNICEF who

conducted a highly relevant and
informative session on the
development of social norms.
The participants were also
addressed by Mr. Jamal Mustafa
Qazi, Programme Coordinator
for the Accelerated Action Plan,
who gave a powerful and
resonant message that the
work of the AAP and support
from PINS continues to be vital
to the needs of rural families in
Sindh.

Case study
How Musmat is Working to Ensure her Community
Makes Better Food Choices
When Musmat became a mother for the ﬁrst time at 19, she made a commitment to her son –
that she would do everything in her power to educate him and whoever came along after. Now,
at 41, she stands proud with her 8 children, the eldest of whom has recently enrolled to pursue
his undergraduate studies.
Her journey has been tough. Her husband Qurban Ali continues to be ill after a serious heart
attack several years ago, and his income as a driver, already low, dropped signiﬁcantly during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Musmat has increasingly taken over the ﬁnancial reins of her family. Two
years ago, she established a shop in her village Kher Muhammad Mugheri in Dadu, by extending
her house. She started selling eggs, milk, yogurt, seasonal vegetables and surplus seeds from the
Farmer Field School (FFS) at VO Sada Bahar that she manages under the PINS ER3 Programme .
She earns between PKR 10-15 thousand per month. Her proﬁts are all invested in educating her
children.
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'I was known for the yoghurt that I made. And the eggs. I am known for taking good care of my
chickens and it shows! I am becoming famous for my seeds, as more and more people are
cultivating their kitchen gardens, as we taught them at the FFS.'
Musmat is one of the 7 Female Agriculture Entrepreneurs (AEs) in Dadu to receive a grant under
PINS. With it, she will extend her shop and stock more food staples. 'We learnt about a healthy
diet during the community (awareness) sessions and I want to be someone who gives people
options so that they are able to actually eat healthier and not struggle going to the market or
bargain there.'
Musmat believes mothers oversee household food choices. Through her shop, she wants to have
a wider conversation with these mothers on making better food choices by helping them
understand that their children's health is key to their reaching full potential.

PINS ER3 Performance Against KPIs
As of September 2021

1,514
VOs Certiﬁed Open Defecation Free by District ODF Committees

97
Rain-Harvesting Ponds/Tanks Constructed/Rehabilitated

9,047
Over PKR 270 Million Given in Grants of PKR 30,000 to HHs to Purchase Goats

43
Over 6.8 Million to be Given in Grants (ranging between PKR 30,000 to 50,000) to
Female Agriculture Entrepreneurs to Improve Access To Balanced And Affordable Foods

2,079
Over PKR 22 Million Given in Grants of PKR 10,600 to HHs for Latrine Construction
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Programme for Improved Nutrition
in Sindh – PINS ER2 (SRSO)
Malnutrition in Sindh province
of Pakistan is a silent
catastrophe aﬀecting nearly half
of children and mothers. The
Government of Sindh is taking
notice of the situation and has
launched a large scale Program
for the Improved Nutrition in
Sindh (PINS) from 2018 with
ﬁnancial support of European

Union (EU). Under the ACF-led
Nutrition Speciﬁc Component of
PINS, RSPN is providing
outreach services through its
partner organization SRSO in
three districts of Sindh province
namely Shikarpur, Larkana and
Kambar Shahdadkot with
technical support of ACF. For
this purpose, RSPN partner

organization deployed 34
Community Health Supervisors
(CHSs) and 1,437 Community
Health Workers (CHWs) in all
three districts to screen
outreach Lady Health Workers
(LHWs) uncovered population.
The programme team achieved
below indicators in current
outreach period.

Key Programme Highlights - Sep 2021
Ÿ

33,659 of new children 6-59 months of age screened and 554,734 children
rescreened again in current quarter.

Ÿ

In the result of screening, the 9,275 were identiﬁed in Severe Acute Malnutrition (SAM) and
out of them 7,357 were enrolled successfully at BHUs and Health Facilities.

Ÿ

Out of the new screening, 19,529

Moderate Acute Malnourished (MAM)

children aged 06-59 months were given Multi Micronutrient Powder (MNP) sachets. All
other rescreened children were also provided follow ups of multi micronutrient powder (MNP)
sachets.
Ÿ

A total of 30,531

new Pregnant and Lactating Women (PLW) were screened by
CHWs and 219,997 of PLW rescreening were also held. 41,156 newly PLWs were provided
iron folic acid (IFA) tablets and 156,283 were given follow ups too.

Ÿ

For the social behavior change communication, the 11,825
groups and 2782
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session with mother to mother

session with father to father groups were conducted successfully.

Ÿ

While to strengthen the liaising with partners and government line departments, 09 district
liaising groups (DLGs) and 03 District Coordination Committee for Nutrition (DCCN) meeting
were held under supervision of ACF international team. Addition to this, 02 Quarterly Review
Meetings (QRM) were also held in this quarter to check the progress status and plan
remaining activities.

Ÿ

The PINS ER-2 team also facilitated donor visits and joint monitoring visit in all three targeted
districts.
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Case Study
Ms. Saeeda's Efforts for Healthy Chidlren in Sindh
On dated April, 15th 2021 in the ﬁeld visit of village Murad Wahan, CHW Ms. Saeeda went to
Zahida's house toscreenher under ﬁve year children baby Bushra and little Mustafa and got that
Mustafa with age of seven months found in status of Severe Acute Malnutrition (SAM) having 9.3
cm MUAC and 5.0 kg weight. The mother provided history of child and informed to CHW that
Mustafa was very weak by birth and he used to be sick often. The parents of child are not
educated and do not have appropriate awareness and knowledge about balanced diet for
children. Other factors also aﬀected the mother, and she was not able to feed her child on time,
as she is a house wife and have lot of work to do at her home and on farm. Family is also
ﬁnancially poor, so could not aﬀord nutritious diet for their children.
While child Mustafa was referred to the OTP site of Murad Wahan immediately and enrolled on
the same day with OTP # 453. After admission, Nutrition Assistant (NA) started the provision of
RUTF as per programme protocol. On every follow-up visit Nutrition Assistant Ms. Sumaira Mangi
was checkingt child MUAC and weight, which was indicating that he is improving day by day. On
child Mustafa's 8th visit, he improved and gained 12.6 cm MUAC and 7.2 kg weight in time period
of 02 months and his status changed from SAM to MAM.
Now CHW Ms. Saeeda started counselling sessions of parents on balanced diet and proper
usage of “Micro Nutrient Powder” (MNP) with daily meals of child. The parents are recently
utilizing local available nutritious food for their children, and this is leading to improved health of
their children.

Pre Picture of Little Mustafa with 9.3 cm MUAC

Post Picture of Little Mustafa with 12.6 cm MUAC
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Programme for Improved Nutrition in
Sindh – ER 2 – Districts Dadu & Jamshoro
Nutrition Speciﬁc Component
for Programme for Improved
Nutrition in Sindh (PINS)
contributes to SDG goal 2
target indicator 2 which is end
all forms of malnutrition. Major
beneﬁciaries of the project
include Pregnant and Lactating
Women (PLW) and children
under the age of 5 years. It
addresses malnutrition among
women and children through a
standard metric for called Mid
Upper Arm Circumference
(MUAC) measurement.
Trained Community Health
Workers (CHWs) identify
women and children who fall
under various categories of
malnutrition including PLW with
MUAC less than 21cm, Severely
Acute Malnutrition (SAM),
Moderately Acute Malnutrition

(MAM) and normal children.
Interventions for PLW include
referrals of PLW to health
facilities for anaemia, antenatal
and postnatal care as well as
treatment at basic health
facilities and provision of IFA
tablets. Interventions for
children include; treatment of
at Outpatient Therapeutic
Programme (OTP) provided to
SAM children. Whereas MAM
and normal children aged 6-23
months are provided MNP
supplementation to address
micronutrient deﬁciencies at an
early stage.
Alongside treatment and
referrals, the project is heavily
focused on raising awareness
through Social Behavioural
Change Communication (SBCC).
As of now, 100% of Mother To

Mother Support Groups and
81% Father To Father Support
Groups have been formed.
Monthly sessions are
conducted with these groups to
raise awareness and discuss
nutrition related issues and
how they can be addressed.
The multi-sectoral approach of
the interventions allows a
contextual understanding of
issues and ﬁnding local
solutions to problems.
Since the inception, 123,715
children have been assessed at
the OTPs. There have also been
signiﬁcant cross-referrals for
immunization. The knowledge
impact can be observed during
multiple interviews of
beneﬁciaries conducted over
project duration.

Case Study
Saving Sadoro from SAM
Zulekha resident of village Gulab Palari in Taluka Thano Bula Khan recalls her hopelessness. She shared
that her child Sadoro was severely acute malnourished and had oedema which is a medical complication.
She took the child to several private hospitals and lost hope due to his deteriorating condition. Nothing
seemed to change.
CHW Khadija working in her village, identiﬁed and referred her child for treatment at OTP Sari. Now, the
child's treatment is complete and he is on the road to recovery.
She thanks the project intervention and points out that she was previously concerned about her child but
did not know where to go. With the help of community health worker, she was able to identify the issue
and convince her family to take her child for treatment. She has been regular with her follow ups and can
observe signiﬁcant improvement in her child's health. She also iterates that through awareness sessions
she has learnt that it is also important for women to focus on their health in order for child to be healthy.
She engages in discussion with other women in her community and counsels them to go to health facilities.
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Community Engagement for Promotion of
Reproductive Health Rights (RHR) of Youth
and Improve their Access to Reproductive
Health (RH) Services Under UNFPA's
Sehatmand Khandan Project
Imagine meeting a young girl
who tells you she was married
at the age of 12. Or a boy who
says he had to leave school to
earn for the family. Or another
adolescent who says he/she
was abused but was asked to
not tell it to anyone. Imagine
the lives of such adolescents
who later grow up to be
individuals with poor health
outcomes and reduced
opportunity to participate in
the family and society's overall
wellbeing. 67.5% of the whole
population of Sindh constitutes
youth and adolescents. less or
no information given at schools
about body development paves

ways for myths and fears about
reproductive health among this
age cohort. One in ﬁve girls get
married before reaching the
age of 18. A healthy transition
into adulthood is key to helping
youth and adolescents make
informed decisions about their
reproductive health.
Under the UNFPA's Sihat Mand
Khaandaan Project, RSPN
implements Community
Engagement for Promotion of
Reproductive Health Rights
(RHR) of Youth and Improve
their Access to Reproductive
Health (RH) Services, in district
Matiari through NRSP, and
Kamber Shahdadkot through

SRSO. The aim is to create an
enabling environment at
community level for promotion
of Reproductive Health Rights
(RHR) of Youth, and ensure
youth are better informed
about their RHR and have
improved access to
Reproductive Health services.
The overall objective is to
contribute in UNFPA's eﬀort to
Support policy initiatives and
advocacy for increased
investment in marginalized
young people, including access
to Sexual and Reproductive
Health Rights (SRHR). As of Sep
2021, the following key
activities have been carried out.

Project's Key Highlights

10 LSOs, and 101 VOs
oriented on RHR issues of youth and
adolescents and the role they can play
in promoting RHR of youth at the
community level

332 Youth Champions (50%
girls) identiﬁed and
integrated into LSOs/VOs as
Youth Subcommittees. These
YCs are trained on RHR toolkit, and with
support from LSOs/VOs, will conduct
sessions with adolescents of their
assigned population on RHR. The YCs
also attend monthly meetings of
LSOs/VOs to highlight RHR issues of
youth and seek community support for
their resolution

10 Adolescent and Youth
Friendly Space (AYFS)
established in both districts. The
spaces are used to promote RHR of
youth by engaging community youth
and adolescents, and parents, and also
organize camps on birth spacing for
married youth and adolescents. A total
of 6 FP camps have been organized for
married adolescents at 6 AYFS, with
support from PWD
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Delivering Accelerated Family Planning
in Pakistan (DAFPAK)
Knowledge Is Power
Along a narrow path veering oﬀ
of the main highway, Chak 117
of Bahawalpur is a colourful
assortment of brick houses, dirt
roads and green ﬁelds. Outside
of one particular home, where
the village's Community
Resource Person (CRP) Abida
Parveen lives, children fed
tethered goats hay, while the
cats teased the children,
lounging playfully on the mud
walls, just out of reach.
Abida, 48, would leave early in
the morning for her rounds
under the DAFPAK family
planning project, register in
hand and ready to work with
households in her community.
Through her regular tours of her
neighbourhood, she had begun
to establish a close relationship
with many of her peers.
However, while her counselling
on the beneﬁts of birth spacing
did touch the lives of many
women in the community, not
everyone heard her voice or
agreed with her. This was
especially true for an 18-year old
woman in the community, Hina
Asghar.
Hina married her husband at the
young age of 17. She became
pregnant shortly after. When
Abida ﬁrst visited Hina's
husband's house in February,
she was informed that the
young, expecting mother was
not home. Hina was to have a
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home birth at her parent's
house in a diﬀerent Chak, where
she would spend a signiﬁcant
period along with her new born
directly afterwards as well.
Abida and Hina's ﬁrst
counselling session actually
came many months later - and
sparked a budding friendship
between the two.
Today, Hina was visiting Abida
with her 10-month old daughter
Maryam. The two sat at the edge
of a bed, Hina cradling her baby
in her lap. “I am very grateful to
Abida for her counselling on
birth spacing,” Hina said. “My
husband and I were overjoyed at
the birth of our daughter…but I
know how keen he is on having a
son. Right after I had Maryam,
he brought up the next
pregnancy. I am happy with
growing my family eventually,
but not right now. The thought
of experiencing another
pregnancy all over again was
very overwhelming”, she shared
as she cradled an upset
Maryam.
Abida interjected, “I knew Hina
had recently gotten married, and
that too very young. It wasn't
easy to get her to speak with me
- her mother-in-law and her
husband had not passed along
the message that I had been
dropping by in the hopes of
speaking with her.”

“That's correct,” Hina agreed. “I
wasn't in the village, and my
husband's family had not
prioritized passing along the
news of Abida's visits. I learnt
that she had been looking for
me when a neighbour of mine
who was visiting my parents'
village, mentioned it and
suggested I get in touch with the
CRP to discuss my options,” she
explained, breaking apart a
biscuit that had her daughter's
attention.
“When I ﬁnally met her, I could
tell Hina was worried about
getting pregnant again. So I
spoke to her husband and
mother-in-law on how birth
spacing beneﬁts both mother
and child. After a bunch of
questions, they relented and
agreed it would be better for
Hina to avail the service.” Abida
said. “I gave Hina a referral slip
to present at the next health
camp, and recommended her to
look into long-term methods,”
she added.
Hina nodded in agreement and
shared, “At the camp I presented
my slip and opted for the
injection method, that oﬀers 3
months' worth of protection. I
recently received my second
shot, and plan to space out my
next pregnancy by 5 years - this
will allow me to focus on raising
my daughter while my husband
works towards a more secure
future for us.”
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43,354

931

10.96

3.67

4.59

4.26

49,812

8,941

48,938

* As of June 2021

121,686

218,681

10,201

2,061,896

186,852

826

28,623

46,029

1,113

140,941

10,694

11 mil.

130,211
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509,735
53

8,452,081
ORGANISED RURAL HOUSEHOLDS

8,781,179
56

149

DISTRICTS WITH RSP PRESENCE

4,564
31,731
67

2,389
1,085 - 45%
Summary of Local Support Organisations (LSOs) as of 30 June 2021

62

20

82
205

205

143

109

59

414

895

305

305

555
187

143

14

314

62

272

555
187

729

143

143

869

2,389
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INDIAN ILLEGALLY OCCUPIED JAMMU & KASHMIR
(DISPUTED TERRITORY – FINAL STATUS TO BE DECIDED
IN LINE WITH RELEVANT UNSC RESOLUTIONS)

32

32

25

25

29

156

149

IRM
Building a Prosperous Pakistan
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